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Recommended Reading for "All Washed Up" 
  

 
 

 

    Clean-up Time (Animal Families) by W. Harry Kirn  
 

Grade Level: Pk-2   
    Elephants use their long trunks like a garden hose.  Ants lick themselves with 
    special saliva. And chickens roll in the dusty  dirt! Little learners will recognize     
    routines like bath time, bedtime, clean-up time and discover that these  
    experiences are shared by animal families!  

   

 
 

 
    How Do You Take a Bath? by Kate McMullan  

 

Grade Level: Pk- 3 
Follow elephants, pigs, monkeys, hippos, and more in this charming rhyming 
picture book from veteran author Kate McMullan. How does a pig take a bath? 
It sinks in the mud! What about a chicken? It thrashes about in dust! And a cat? 
Why, it licks itself clean, of course!  
 

     

 
    Animal Baths: Wild and Wonderful Ways Animals Get Clean!  
    by Susan Greenelsh and Beth Fielding 

 
Grade Level: 1 - 3  
From feathers to fur and scales to skin, ANIMAL BATHS explores the fun and 
creative ways the world's animals get clean: rolling in dust or mud to get clean 
using  paws and spit  or by shedding your outer layer of skin! 

 

 
 

 
    How Do Animals Keep Clean? (I Like Reading about Animals!)  
    by Faith Hickman Brynie   

 
Grades K-3. Zebras take dust baths almost every day! Other animals clean each 
other. Read about how chimpanzees, lions, birds, and other animals keep clean 
in the natural world. Beginning readers can get great facts, while the text for 
more advanced readers gives more fun and fascinating information.  

  

 
  

 

    Desert Baths by Darcy Pattison  
  
    Grades  1 - 2 

The vulture basks in the morning sun, the roadrunner kicks up a cloud of dust, 
and the bobcat give her cub a licking with a rough tongue. Learn how twelve 
different desert animals face the difficulties of staying clean in a dry and parched 
land. Explore the desert habitat through its animals and their habits of hygiene  
in the American Southwest. 

 

https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=W.+Harry+Kirn&text=W.+Harry+Kirn&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books
https://www.thriftbooks.com/a/susan-greenelsh/1022027/
https://www.thriftbooks.com/a/beth-fielding/1022026/
https://www.amazon.com/Faith-Hickman-Brynie/e/B000APQRCK/ref=dp_byline_cont_book_1
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=dp_byline_sr_book_1?ie=UTF8&field-author=Darcy+Pattison&text=Darcy+Pattison&sort=relevancerank&search-alias=books

